With the advent of online stores, there are provisions for online ratings and reviews as well for different products. These reviews help the potential buyers in making a decision about their purchase. Driven by a desire for profit, certain organizations may produce spam reviews about other products or about their own in order to mislead the customers. The attempts for spammer detection include study of reviewer's behavior, text similarity, linguistics features and reviewing frequencies and meta-data of review. This paper has been divided into seven sections: First about Introduction second about types of Spam third about different fields for analysis fourth about different techniques fifth about measures taken by online stores to handle with spam sixth about future scope finally conclusion.
Introduction
Online reviews and ratings not only help the customers in making wise choices but also affect the business of the stores [1, 2] . These reviews come from genuine users of the product and hence are largely relied upon by the potential buyers. A higher rating can also convince the user to spend more. A negative review can affect reputation of a store and cause a fall in its revenue.Due to such importance of user reviews certain companies tend to produce spam reviews [3] . These reviews mislead customers by giving false opinions and thus increase or decrease a company's profit. The aim of such reviews is to either attract or distract a customer from a product by giving an untrue opinion of it.Detecting spam review is a difficult task as a review can come from any source and it being a user's opinion can vary from other reviews. Though few algorithms have been proposed to eliminate review spam [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] but there still remains the need for a more efficient algorithm.
Types of Spams
There are generally three types of spam reviews given in [5, 7] .
(1) False opinions: There are some reviews that deliberately mislead the customers by giving some unworthy positive reviews to some specific items to promote those items. On the other hand, there are some reviews that deliberately try to defame the item so that the reputation of the object gets damaged.
(2) Specific Brand based reviews: There are some reviews that are based basically on the brands, sellers or the manufacturers of the product but they do not review the product. These reviews are biased reviews because they are brand based rather than product based which in turn, gives the idea that in some or the other way, the reviewer is trying to promote a specific brand.
(3) Non reviews: The non-reviews have two main subtypes:
(i) Irrelevant reviews that contain no opinions (e.g., random texts)
(ii) Advertisements
On the basis of these types of spam, this paper describes a study of review spam detection. It is configured that these spam activities are spreading day by day.
Fields of Analysis
As given in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] a review has various features that are examined to determine its validity.
The review content:
The subject matter of the review is analyzed based on the linguistics and the sentiments displayed in it. Based on this feature one can often identify a spam review [3, 5, 8, 9] . For example if the review displays extremely positive or negative emotions or the content doesn't make sense then it can be suspected.Spam reviews could be advertisements if they constantly speak of a product other than the one being reviewed. Moreover if the review shows similarities with several other reviews it is quite probable that it's a spam. Although there are no fixed rules to identify spam based on the content alone [10] .
The meta data of review:
The user id's [11] used for writing the review, the system IP address, the location from where the review was written, all these account for the meta data of review. [9] Through the meta data one can identify how many times a person reviewed a product and also how many products he has written reviews for.A spammer might use the same system to write several spam reviews using several user id's within short interval of time.
3. Product information [5] : If the product has excessive positive reviews but not much sales then the reliability of the store can be questioned [3, 12] . Similarly if a product has high sales but low ratings then the reviews come under suspicion.
Techniques for Detection

1) Duplicates detection:
The duplication of reviews is studied in [1] . In this method attempt is make to detect frequent repeated reviews posted from the same or different reviewers for one or more products. Similarities between reviews can be identified by analysing text duplication and conceptual similarity between reviews. Spammers tend to iterate the same false review as creating multiple spam reviews is a time consuming task. Therefore, finding similar reviews plays a crucial role in detecting spam reviews.
As written in [3] , the first technique in review spam detection was proposed by Jindal and Liu. They studied duplication of review content to detect spam reviews. They observed that spammers often used the same fake review and just changed the product names in it. These duplicate reviews for the same or different target product could come from the same user or several user id's. A two-gram based review content comparison method (shingle method) was used to detect similar reviews [5] .
2) Graph based method [6, 10] : This method given in [6] proposes a heterogeneous graph with three types of nodes that are reviewer, review and the store being reviewed. An edge is drawn between the reviewer and his review and an edge from the review goes to the store being reviewed. It also states the concept of trustiness of reviewers, honesty of reviews, and reliability of stores and establishes relationship between them. The honesty of review is directly proportional to its trustiness of reviewer and the reliability of the store.
The trustiness of a reviewer increases if he has written more honest reviews and similarly a store has more reliability if it has more positive reviews from trustworthy reviewers. A review is considered honest if it is aided by many other honest reviews [10] . A low honesty of a review affects the trustiness of the reviewer thus impacting the store being reviewed.
Based on these factors an iterative computation model was designed to compute the trustiness, honesty of reviews and stores honesty. 3) Time series pattern discovery: The spammers tend to post several reviews under different names in order to manipulate the rating quickly without being caught. In this spamming technique reviews contribute mostly one review. In [2] , a multidimensional time series is constructed and a method to detect these singleton review attacks is presented. Therefore, if there is a sudden increase in the number of singleton reviews while the rating also increases or decreases drastically, it is possible that the rating has been altered by new reviews [13] . Therefore, we can detect Singleton Review attacks by exploiting the correlation between the rating and the number of (singleton) reviews.
4) Detecting Product
Review Spammers using Rating Behaviors: It is not perceivable that how much spam reviews are there in online production review sites but they cause many problems such as defaming a particular brand, advertising some other brand or product rather than for which it is meant to be. There are four different spamming behavior models as given in [4] : i) Aiming a Group (AG): In this model. It is seen that the spammer may target many products of the same brand within few hours which ultimately saves his time to log onto the specific product review system multiple times. Also, in order to gain the maximum impact, the ratings given to the group of products are either kept very high or low.
ii)General Alteration: A genuine or a certified reviewer is expected to give reviews that are somewhat similar to other reviewers. It is quite obvious that the ratings of spammers will be unusual from other raters because either they will try to promote a specific product or brand or demote the same. Therefore, a feasible rating behavior that is shown by a spammer is commonly known as general alteration.
iii)Early Variation: As soon as the product is made available for review, early deviation apprehends the behavior of the spammer who is contributing a review. To recover from the early low ratings, it takes the exploited product's several good ratings from genuine reviewers.
Measures Taken by Online Stores
1) Flipkart:
Being a popular e-commerce company,flipkart takes adequate measures to remove any spam review on its site.
Flipkart is an online platform that brings the buyers and the sellers together [14] . Whenever a product goes online, all of its details and specifications are uploaded with it. The genuine buyers write reviews for the products. Flipkart categorises its reviews as follows in [14]: i) Top reviews: The buyers have the option of determining a review's utility value by answering to the question 'was this helpful' under each review.
ii Certified buyer reviews: Flipkart makes sure that only certified buyers are allowed to review a product. A flipkart team meant to identify spam reviews detects them by identifying sellers or third party vendors hired by sellers that present themselves as buyers.
Flipkart follows systematic as well as manual approach to identify spam. They use algorithms based on user-user similarity graph. They blacklist the fake user id's, ratings and reviews, mark all false reviews as spam.
The company eliminates all those reviews that might contain either of the following: (i) Unnecessary content or content deviating from the product.
(ii) Hyperlinks or other product information.
(iii) Duplicate review.
(iv) Reviews from suspicious id's.
2) Amazon Dataset [4] : In this research for amazon dataset, we take in account the product review data that follows the database schema used by Amazon.com. In Amazon dataset, each product has a unique profile page that links to a corresponding set of reviews given by distinct users. Each product may have a brand and more than one attributes such as take flight, for example, the related attributes are flight no, flight name, no. of passengers, source of flight, destination etc. Each user can contribute more than one reviews and it is not considered unreasonable as reviewer might be updating his/her reviews or maybe he is adding some new comments after using that particular product. Each review consists of two parts-one is the comment part and the second is rating that ranges from 1 to 5.
For evaluation, we use Amazon's dataset downloaded using APIs, known as Manufactured Products.
Several data preprocessing steps need to be performed on the dataset before using it.
i) Removal of unknown users: First of all, the unknown users with their reviews are removed.
ii) Duplicate products are removed: It is a necessary step in which only one representative for each product set is taken into consideration and all the duplicate products are removed.
iii) Removal of immobile users and despised products: This dataset includes only those users and products with at least 3 reviews. It is achieved by continuously applying minimum number of reviews threshold on users and products until and unless all the products and users meet the threshold. iv) Brand name synonyms are removed: Many brand names suffer from the synonym problem which involves multiple brand names assigned to the same brands. For instance, brand "HP" may also be called as "Hewlett Packard" or "HP Technology". Therefore, such brand names with synonyms are removed from the dataset.
Case Study
In this paper the reviews of certain products are analyzed and some interesting results are obtained as shown below. Figure 2 shows the average rating of a product. Figure 3 shows one of the few low rating reviews. From the review we can easily identify that the review and the ratings don't state the same opinion. Also the reviewer himself states that he purposely gave a lower rating for customer's profit. The review has been written down by one of the certified buyers. So we can see that even certified buyer ratings cannot be always relied upon. 1 Highly recommended at all The Shoes are great and good comfort, slightly dipped from the top position. 1 star is because if you rate any product low then prize of that product eventually fall and the customer gets the profit to buy. Figure 3 
Future Scope
Review spam detection is essential since it can ensure justice for the sellers and retain the trust of the buyer on the online stores. The algorithms developed so far have not been able to remove the requirement of manual checking of the reviews. Hence there is scope for complete automation of spam detection systems with maximum efficiency. With growing popularity of online stores, the competition also increases. The spammers get smarter day by day and spam reviews become untraceable. It is necessary to identify the spamming techniques in order to produce counter algorithms.
Conclusion
In this paper the existing spam detection techniques, their current applications and their limitations have been highlighted.It has been seen that even the existing techniques consist of certain loop holes and none of the methods is completely effective in itself. Review spam detection is indeed a hard task but it requires continuous research and development in this field.
